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Draft deferment for grads ,44
State rules shifted
by Tom Atwell
"In 1967, 40.1 per cent of the
male college graduates were unfit
for military service," Col. P. B.
Merrick, state director of Selective
Service said Friday morning in
Augusta.
Some of these men, he said, were
disqualified because of eyesight,
hearing, physical defects that the
graduates themselves were not aware
of, and slight mental conditions
that would be aggravated by mili-
tary duty.
He said the average student feels
as soon as he steps off the podium
with his diploma in hand, a Selec-
tive Service man will be waiting to
pick him off. This, Merrick said, is
not true.
In the case of a June graduate,
the board will meet about June 15
to re-classify him 1-A. The graduate
then has a month in which to appeal
his status. Whether he appeals or
not, he is not eligible for induction
until that month is over.
When a man is inducted into the
service, he must be given notice at
least 10 days before his induction
date. Merrick said the system
usually does not work as fast as
that. In the past, the draft call
is low in the summer months and
remains low until January. This
low draft call is caused by students
volunteering for military service
and, after the summer months, be-
cause the Selective Service system
does not like to take many people
before the holidays.
"If a student gambles and tries to
go to graduate school, chances are
that he will make it to September,"
Merrick said.
Although it is impossible to get a
2-S deferment for graduate school,
a student should inform his board
that he is in graduate school.
Merrick said he has orders from
Gen. Hershey that state if a person
is in graduate school, his induction
should be postponed until the end
of the current academic term. Mer-
rick has decided to have such stu-
dents postponed until the end of
the academic year in June.
He made this decision for two
reasons. In several programs, in
order to get credit for a semester,
the student must complete the en-
tire year. He felt it would be un-
realistic to have a student spend the
money for graduate school and not
get credit for it.
The second reason is that Maine
has a lower educational standard
than the rest of the country. By al-
lowing students to complete at least
one year of graduate school, it will
help raise Maine's standard.
Teachers, Merrick said, are in
much the same situations as grad-
uate students. The board will allow
a teacher a postponement of one
year.
He said although there are no
more occupational deferments, as
such, there is an acute teaching
shortage in Maine. especially in the
areas of mathematics, science and
languages.
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If —a teacher is allowed one year
on the job, Merrick said, his mili-
tary service time will be added onto
his teaching pension. This way, a
teacher will be more likely to re-
turn to the state after his military
duty is complete.
After the first year of teaching is
up, the draft board will look the
situation over again. If the superin-
tendent has tried and failed to get a
replacement for the draft eligible
teacher, the teacher will probably
get another postponement.
Other occupational deferments
are almost impossible to come by,
Merrick said. He added, however,
with the draft calls low in the sum-
mer, it would probably be possible
to finish a training program with a
company and then take over on the
same job when the military obliga-
tion is completed.
University of Maine Placement
Direaof Philip BroLkway said most
companies are pleased to train a
man, even though they know he
will be drafted, if they feel they have
a good chance to get him back
when his military service is com-
pleted.
Merrick said the graduate who
does not want to go to graduate
study, into teaching or into a train-
ing program for a company can
volunteer for the minimum of two
years and go into service a few
weeks after graduation.
However. "A boy who graduates
from college is a little stupid if he
allows himself to be inducted as z
private," he added.
Vol. LXXII
New Senate formed
Students elect representatives
David Bright
In the wake of what senate presi-
dent Steve Hughes called the "hard-
est fought campaign ever," 87 stu-
dents have been elected by their
various constituencies to serve on
the 1968-69 General Student Senate.
This year. senate campaigning
concerned itself with more than
personality and looks. During
smokers and in printed literature,
candidates talked about student
power. drinking, parietals. and the
"in loco parentis" philosophy.
Most candidates ran singly, but
in some dorms and off campus,
groups of candidates formed coali-
tions.
In Cumberland Hall. two stu-
dents. both SdS members, got to-
gether and formed the Gnu party.
They campaigned together taking
like stands of the issues. John Mc-
Grail said about the campaign,
"Wednesday night we put up a flyer
explaining our position. It didn't
say we were members of SdS, but
we made no secret about it. After a
while we noticed every sign we put
up had SdS scrawled on it. On
Thursday. Tom noticed a sign on
the main bulletin board saying that
McGrail and Driscoll were both in
SdS and did the dorm want them
representing it in the Senate?" Mc-
Grail and Driscoll placed fifth and
sixth among seven candidates in
the voting/ 59 percent of the dorm
voted in the elections.
Candidates sympathetic to SdS
ran in most dorms. Generally they
did not fare well. In many cases
they ran on the same issues as other
candidates; but often lost to coun-
selors. as in Cumberland.
The off campus results were some-
what reversed. Of the 18 candidates.
all 10 of those_ elected were SdS
members. Out of about 2000 off
campus students, only 165 voted.
Election campaigns and results
point out that students are beginning
to take more interest in the senate
than in past years. The candidates,
for the most part, expressed a desire
to have the senate go further in
having a say in campus affairs. In
return, most candidates asked that
students show more support for the
senate and senate policies.
At present, it looks as though
there will be a progressive caucus
formed in the senate. It will most
likely consist of the 25 SdS members
who did get elected as well as sever-
al liberal members. The Senate will
meet every other Tuesday night in
the large lecture room in Aubert
Hall.
South Campus members will repre-
sent their dorms at the Tuesday
night meetings but will also maintain
an office at South Campus. The
senators will hold meetings on South
Campus to discuss special problems
which arise pertaining to that cam-
pus. One of the South Campus sena-
tors will be elected chairman of the
group and will represent the com-
plex when needed.
Newly elected General Student
Senators for the 1968-69 year at
Orono Campus are as follows:
Aroostook: Peter L. Bergeron.
Ralph Marchetti; Chadbourn c:
James Russell. Jonathan Young:
Corbett: Doug Richardson. Don
Simpson, Russ Van Arsdale, Cum-
berland: William Mann. Stephen
Rubinoff, Robert Scribner; Dunn:
Richard Bowne. John A. Christo-
pher. Mark Fauk; Estabrooke: Jac-
queline Ballot'. Judith E. Green-
halgh; Androscoggin: Judy Pan-
'coast, Eleanor Arnold, Bernice Sea-
mans; Balentine: Lynn McFarland;
Gannett: Graig Rosebrush, Bruce
Hutson, Pete Glasson, Hannibal
Hamlin, J. Alexander Boardman;
Oak: Joel Baker; Colvin: Ruth
Drake; Hancock: Debbie Lane, Liz
Armstrong, Pam Eldridge; Hart:
Lucy Moulin, Kathy Carr, Sej John-
son; Kennebec: Linda Nixon, Pam-
ela Randlett; Knox: Elaine Sinclair,
Suzanne Lawrence. Ann Whitney,
Suzanne Lafleur; Penobscot: Jenni-
fer Abbott, Delia Farris; Somerset:
Carol Pettengill. Karen Marley, Jo-
anne Monaghan, Joyce Bret o n:
York: Rosanne Labre e. Shirley
Smith, Nancy Prisk; Stodder: Albert
W. Melasaukis, Jr., Robert D. Stone;
Oxford: Paul J. Michaud, Ronald
Lebel. Charles R. DiPompo; Cabins:
Jim Reed.
South Campus senators include:
Augusta: Richard Fagone. Fred Mc-
Farland; Rockland: Nickolas Noyes,
Brian Butt; Lewiston: Eugene Con-
logue, Warren Sawyer; Belf as t:
Kathy Ruff. Linda Delco;
Fraternity senators include: AGR,
Ron Adams; ATO. Harley Good-
win; BTP, Frederick W. Roby III;
DTD. Mike McCluskey; KS. Arthur
Hoyt III; LCA. Bob Shuman; SAE.
Mark Whittaker; SN, Jim Hersey:
SPE. Tom Vautin; PGD. Aloysius
Sypnievi,ski; PMD. Robert E. Hitch-
cock; PKS, Bob Hayes; SC. Richard
W. Linsay; TEP, C. Steven Law-
rence; TKE, Roger A. Ballou; TC.
Joe Petrowski; PEK, Walter A.
Fuller;
Off campus senators include:
Dave Babb. Geoff Sullivan, Richard
Michaud. Robert Perkins, Gregg
Knson. Dick Clark. Beau Yerxa,
Steve Williams, Kit Grimm. Mark
Woodard.
Homecomers
T h e Serendipity Singers
(pictured) and the Buck-
inghams will provide enter-
tainment Homecoming Week-
end, Oct. 26-27. The Seren-
dipity Singers will perform
Sat. at 8:00 p.m.; the Buck-
inghams on Sun. at 2:00
p.m., each in the Memorial
Gym.
Homecoming happening
features two concerts
Iv Marta Hanley
Concert tickets for Homecoming
1968 will be sold from 7 a.m. to 4
p.m. outside the Den beginning Oct.
21. The Serendipity Singers will en-
tertain in the Mem. Gym Oct. 26 at
8 p.m. The Gym will swing to the
sounds of the Buckingham at 2
p.m. Sunday.
Voting for the Homecoming
Queen will be held in the Union
from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Oct. 25.
A torchlight car parade led by
the cheerleaders and Maine's
marching band will kick off Home-
coming festivities. The parade will
assemble at 7 p.m. Friday at York
Hall, and will proceed to the Gym
for a football rally, Mike Shinay,
co-chairman of the Weekend, said.
The cheerleaders will present a
skit at the rally, and the Home-
coming Queen will be introduced.
A bonfire in the Gym parking lot
will follow.
At 8 p.m. Friday, a dance
feat:aim" Vestioen will be held
in the Mem. Gym, The Barracudas
will play from 8:30 to 12 p.m. at
Lengyel Gym. Students may attend
both dances for $1.00, Shinay said.
The float parade, depicting the
weekend's theme "Up, Up. and
Away!". will begin at 10 a.m. Satur-
day. The parade will assemble in
the parking lot behind the Union.
Trophies for the best entries in
the men's dorms, women's dorms,
and fraternity divisions will be
awarded during half-time of the
Maine-URI football game. The
floats will be on display at this
time.
Kick off time is 1:30 p.m. Oct.
26.
The Sound Wave will play at a
dance in the Mem. Gym following
Saturday evening's concert. No ad-
mission will be charged.
Senate chooses
code committee
by Hank Moody
Students to sit as members of the
Disciplinary Committee were se-
lected last Sunday through Student
Senate interviews.
Seniors appointed for one year
are Judie Bowie, Bob Chabot. and
Murray Schulman. Senior alternates
are Fred Hodgkins, Jim Nesbitt and
Mark Whittaker.
Juniors appointed for two years
are Alex Boardman, Karen Mac-
Donald. and Don Soucy. Junior al-
ternates are Greg Farris, Louis Para-
dis. and Mary Louis Ramsdell.
The Senate has been under pres-
sure to select the board rapidly as
there are already cases pending.
The Senate Executive Committee
made an effort to get a good student
cross-section of the campus.
Original plans called for three
men and three women to sit on the
committee, but this idea had to be
abandoned because of the twenty-
two interviewees, only four were
women.
The selected individuals are nomi-
nees pending confirmation of their
appointments by the General Stu-
dent Senate in its first meeting
Oct. 15.
The Disciplinary Committee will
be composed of six faculty members
and six students. Alternates are for
the purpose of maintaining the num-
ber of students at six always.
Members of the committee will
hold staggered two year terms. This
year however, the seniors will be
chosen for a one year term while
the juniors will be selected for two.
The Disciplinary Committee will
replace the former Committee on
Discipline on which there were no
students. The committee will judge
all alleged infractions of the Disci-
plinary Code that entail sanctions
more severe than disciplinary pro-
bation.
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Bost directs comedy
Moliere staged at Hauck
by Charisse Astbury
Professor James Best, director of
"The Physician In Spite of Him-
self," by Moliere, uses the aisles
and exits of Hauck Auditorium to
bring the action of the play closer
to the audience, Oct. 22-26. This
form of staging also involves specta-
tors in the action.
The play is based on "comedia
dell art" humor, which means lines
are secondary to action. According
to Carolyn Dodge, director of back-
Swat!
stage lighting and music, "The
script is a bare outline on which
you hang your show."
The characters are stock figures;
one dimensional and stereo-typed.
However, each figure has its own
particular type .of joke, another
"comedia dell art" technique known
as "Iazzi." She added, "This is the
type of play that's been played a
thousand times, but no matter how
many times it's played, it's funny."
The stage resembles those used
in Moliere's time. A "proscenium
A member of the cast of
The Physician In Spite of
Himself raises a little cane
during a recent rehearsal of
the Moliere play. An exam-
ple of "comedia dell art,"
the show will play in Hauck
Auditorium Oct. 22-26.
arch," a decorated curtain that
hangs from the ceiling, divides the
stage in half. Bost chose the fore-
stage for most of the action, "to
bring the action closer to the audi-
ence," he said.
The scenery is fragmentary and
suggestive. The sets will be changed
without benefit of curtain. Accord-
ing to Bost, this is a stylized charac-
teristic of Moliere's time. The few
props are oversized and exaggerated
to heighten comic effect.
Carolyn Dodge added, Bost gave
this advice to his actors: "Have a
ball with the show and enjoy it for
what it is." She said he'd probably
extend this same advice to the audi-
ence.
Speech
Dr. John J. O'Neil, president-
elect of the American Speech and
Hearing Association, will speak on
the psychological aspects of speech
and hearing disordcrs at the fall
meeting of the Maine Speech and
Hearing Association Saturda y,
October 19, at 10:30 a.m. in the
Bun.ps Room of the Memorial
Union. O'Neil's visit to the campus
is being co-sponsored by the UM
Department of Speech. The meeting
is open to the public.
Dr. O'Neil is chairman of speech
and hearing science, professor of
audiology, and director of the
Speech and Hearing Clinic at the
University of Illinois. He is a Fel-
low of the American Speech and
Hearing Association and the Ameri-
can Psychological Association.
During his stay on campus.
O'Neil ssill consult with members of
the Department of Speech faculty
concerning the speech pathology
and audiology program of the de-
isminient
Hail,hail
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An unusual shot, since the
cast of "The Physician In
Spite of Himself" uses the
aisles and exits of Hauck as
well as their stage to convey
meaning to the audience.
Fragmentary scenery a n d
exaggerated props heighten
the comic effect.
Oboe solos to highlight
Friday evening concert
by Linda M. Rand
"Oboe recitals are rarely per-
formed," remarked Mr. Frederick
Meyer of the music dept. "Perhaps
that is why the instrument is not as
'69 Camaro SS Sport Coupe, plus RS equipment
Ask the kid who owns one.
Some people have a hard time
communicating with youth.
Not us.
We just bring on the 1969
Camaro, then tell it like it is.
It is: Restyled inside and out
with a new grille, new bumpers,
new parking lights, new instru-
ment panel, new steering wheel,
new striping, and new colors
including Hugger Orange, which
is wild.
It is: Full of new features
including bigger outlets for the
Astro Ventilation, a 210-hp stand-
ard V8, and a lock for the steering
column, ignition and transmission
lever.
It is: Available with a little
device that automatically washes
your headlights when you hold the
windshield washer button in.
It is: Still wider and weightier
than the rival sportster we're too
polite to name.
You should drive a 1969 Camaro
at your Chevrolet dealer's the
first chance you get.
Even if you're 42.
Putting you first, keeps us first.
p Pee
familiar to the public as the violin."
Meyer will perform two oboe
solos as a feature of the Oct. 18
Faculty Concert Series program.
They are: Sonata in G by Loeillet
and Sonatina by Berkeley.
The program will include two
chamber works: Trio for Piano,
Oboe and Bassoon by Poulenc and
Quartet for Oboe and Strings by
Mozart.
Mever studied at the Eastman
School of Music in Rochester, grad-
uating with a master's degez in
1966. In 1965 he played oboe with
the Rochester Philharmonic Or-
chestra. From 1966-1%8, he was a
faculty member in the music dept.
at Cornell University. During the
summers of 1967 and 1968, Meyer
played in the Eastman Chamber Or-
chestra. He is presently engaged in
Doctoral study at Eastman.
Meyer joined the faculty of the
University's music dept. this fall.
He instructs oboe and bassoon.
Friday's recital is one in a series
of performances scheduled by the
music dept. The weekly concerts are
given by members of the faculty at
the University.
A. 
NEWS ITEM!!
NEW CAMPUS RECORD!!!
Stam "Flash" Grover is the re-
cord holder for campus deliveries,
one order delivered in only 12
minutes.
Bill "Speed" Shaper is after the
record. Why not call your orders to
us for quick deliveries. Check your
phone booth for our prices; they're
very REASONABLE.
SIGNED,
THE BURGER HOUSE
PARK STREET
866-4889
Orono, 
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Parietals still before
student life committee
The open housing or parietal
hours question debated last spring
by the Student Life Committee now
faces possible resolution.
The hoped for approval of the
recommendatiors failed to appear
last semester. Differences in inter-
preting systems used by other
schools, as well as a request by the
personal deans of this University
that the committee wait on its
decisions until the annual Yankee
Conference Deans Convention,
caused the proposal to be tabled
until this fall.
Members of this year's committee
will include Dr. John Dimond of
the entomology department; Robert
Cobb, Director of Student Services;
and James M. Clark, Vice President
for Academic Affairs, all of whom
served on the committee last year.
One new faculty member, Prof. C.
Stewart Doty, has been chosen.
The five students on the com-
mittee include: Jim Turner; Marcia
Due, editor of The Maine Campus;
Mike Shinay, president of the Senior
Skulls; Duncan Moore; and Steve
Hughes, Student Senate president.
All members of the committee
agree there will still be problems
to be solved. Dimond stated he
"hopes that within a couple of
weeks we can come to some con-
clusion about this thing." He noted
however that there is still a com-
mittee split on the issue and
possibly a unanimous opinion will
not be reached.
While student members were in
favor of the proposal, he said,
some committee members and the
personal deans seemed to be against
the action. If, after several meetings
and a vote, the committee remains
undecided, Dr. Dimond believes a
majority and minority opinion will
have to be presented to the Univer-
sity president for his decision and
approval.
Each side will probably have new
points to bring up after studying
the proposal during the summer.
South Campus has become one of
the most obvious problems since
the original proposal states that the
system is only for the Orono
campus.
Turner pointed out that the
Orono provision was included in
°Act- to eliminate all the state col-
leges now part of the University.
Only those students living under the
dormitory system at Orono and
represented by the Student Senate
are included under the resolution.
Since the South Campus is actually
an extension of the Orono campus,
Turner foresees little trouble with
this point.
The report itself authorizes a
maximum of six four-hour open
houses which can be held on week-
ends or days before vacations. The
plan is subject to approval by each
dorm or fraternity and a 2/3 vote
is necessary for each open house.
ADU installation
Alpha Delta Upsilon fraternity,
the new addition to the University
of Maine Greek system, will be in-
stalled Sunday at 2 p.m. at the
Maine Christian Assyciation Build-
ing on College Avenue. The in-
stallation will be conducted by rep-
resentatives of the Delta Upsilon
national fraternity.
KEEPSAKE
—DIAMONDS—
DeGrasse Jewelers
watch and jewelry repairing
University of Maine
CLASS RINGS
Complete▪ line of fraternity and
sorority charms
38 Main St. Orono
TeL 8664032
According to the report, open
houses may not be held on the
weekend before finals, on reading
days, or during finals. In the dormi-
tories, one counselor and one host
per four sections, a duty counselor,
and a housemother must be present.
In fraternities a designated house
officer and the housemother must
be present.
Each dorm is required to work
out its own system of guest regis-
tration. The proposal states that
room doors of participants will re-
main open, though it does not
specify how "open" is to be inter-
preted.
The 76-page report consists of a
main body of 36 pages dealing with
various student problems and issues.
The remaining 40 pages are in the
form of research done by the com-
mittee to document the various
points the report reaches.
Slightly revised copies of the
parietal hours report are now avail-
able at the Student Senate office in
the basement of Lord Hall.
The Maine Campus
Sonofagun!
"What—look at what? I already took the reading."
. . . "Here, take another look." . . . "I don't see anything
different.". . . "No wonder. You changed the settings. Look
again."... "Why? Let's get finished—I want to go to Pat.'s"
"C'mon, hurry up. Take a look.". O.K., so I'm
looking." . . .*Focus the thin., stupid." . . . "So what am I
supposed to—GOOD GRIEF!"
PAPER TIGERS NEED NOT APPLY.
Thanks, but they're just not our type.
Young engineers who join us are expected
to move in on some rather formidable
programs ... with alacrity and lots of
gusto. And a willingness to assume early
responsibilities on demanding assign-
ments is an attribute which we welcome
warmly. It's the kind of engineering ag-
gressiveness that has brought Sikorsky
Aircraft to dominant c!ature in a new
world of advanced VTOL Aircraft systems.
If our criteria parallel your outlook, you'll
find an excellent career environment with
us. You would enjoy working (with a
select group) on exciting, full-spectrum
systems development. And you can watch
your talent and imagination assume
reality in such diverse forms as Heavy.
Lift Skycranes—Tilt Rotor Transports—
High•Speed VTOL Commercial Trans-
ports—and much more for tomorrow.
Does this responsibility stir your imagina-
tion? Then you probably should be with
us. There's ample opportunity for innova-
tion in aerodynamics • human factors
engineering • automatic controls •
structures engineering • weight predic-
tion • systems analysis • operations
research • rehab lity/maintaina bility
engineering • autonavigation systems
• computer technology • manufactur-
ing engineering • information systems
• marketing ... and more.
And your career advancement can he
materially assisted through our corporation -
financed Graduate Study Program—avail-
able at many outstanding schools within
our area.
Consult your College Placement Office for
campus interview dates—or--for further
information, write to Mr. Leo J. Shalvoy.
Professional and Technical Employment.
Sikorsky
Aircraft
VIIS.A. OP LoPpe•110 Al MAP, CneIrot...,
STRATfOffID CONN( CTICUT
A. I mo.,•'
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Fernald to hold
deans' offices
Fernald Hall, the "Old Book-
store," is undergoing complete re-
modeling to provide offices for the
Deans of Men and Women. Plans
also include improvement of the
old snack bar area.
Nickerson and O'Day of Brewer
are the contractors. May 31 has
been set as the completion date.
Previously housed in Fernald Hall
were the Journalism Department.
Canzpus office and offices for the
University Bookstore.
The only exterior change will be
a new office entrance on the south
side of the building and an im-
proved main entrance. Director of
Engineering Services Richard A.
Eustis said.
Interior partitions on the west
wall will be removed to provide
more space for the snack bar.
Dean of Women Mary Zink will
have two offices, a waiting room and
a ladies' lounge on the first floor.
The remodeling of Fernald will
provide more space for reading
rooms and special collections in
Fogler library Dean of Men John
Stewart said.
The offices of the deans of men
and women are now located on the
third floor of the library.
Dean Stewart added, the offices
would be more accessible to stu-
dents in the building beside Wingate
Hall.
On the second floor Fernald,
Dean Stewart will have four offices
and a conference room. There are
also several rooms that can be used
as offices in the future.
New art course offered
for Continuing Education
An explanation of the art of
architecture, how it funct ions
throughout history. and how its
principles prevail in the proper
planning and design of modern-
day homes are the subjects of a
community service course taught by
Huddilston Professor of Art Vin-
cent A. Hartgen at the University
of Maine's Orono campus.
The course. Masterpieces of
Architecture, offered by the U of
M's Continuing Education Division.
is being held Tuesdays from 9 to
11 a.m.. Oct. 15 through Dec. 17
in Room 202 of Carnegie Hall.
The new course is an outgrowth
of the popular Fine Arts Program
offered last year by Prof. Hartgen.
Students in previous courses on the
sisual arts and the art of painting
overwhelmingly chose the subject
of architecture for continuing study.
Prof. Hansen said.
Registration for the course may
take place no !ater than Oct. 22.
Further information and registration
materials may be obtained by con-
tacting the university's Continuing
Education Division. 14 Merrill Hall,
Orono. or by calling 866-7339.
The Maine Campus Orono, Maine, October 17, 1968
Open air display
Marcous loans art to UM
by Bob Pelletier
The sculpture displayed in front
of Carnegie Hall is on a one year
loan from its creator, Mr. Lionel
Marcous. The sculpture is made of
reenforced concreate and weighs
over three tons. It is hollow and
internally braced with metal rods
and wooden supports; and painted
7,011/1 14;:cr.
0 ,fflp;
4/
with a water resistant material.
Outdoor sculpture in the round
has many appreciative advantages
over indoor sculpture of the same
type. If an indoor sculpture is to
have background this background
is placed about the sculpture and
often forces the viewer to think of
the work as having
Marcous' coming
Art reproductions now available
for rental to dormitory students
Tired of staring at those same
four walls? Cover one of them with
the "Mona Lisa" or Picasso!
The Residence Hall-Art Depart-
ment Collection has about three
hundred framed color reproduc-
tions of masterpieces to loan to
dormitory residents. Many of them
will be on display in the West Com-
mons lounge and the Cubs Den at
Hilltop from 1:00-4:00 p.m. on
October 23. Some of the reproduc-
tions will later be displayed at
South Campus.
A rental fee of one dollar will
be charged and students must sign
a receipt accepting responsibility
BEN SKLAR'S
47th Anniversary
SALE
Savings up to 50% on
• MEN'S, LADIES' COATS
and SUITS
Savings up to 75% on
• DRESSES including JUNIORS
One Group $4.88
One Group $14.88
ONE GROUP WOMEN'S
• WOOL SUITS Values to $70
Now $25.00
2 RACKS ASSORTED
• WOMEN'S SHOES
Now $4.00
ONE GROUP MEN'S
• TOP COATS
Asst. Sizes, Shades, Patterns
Reg. $70 - $110 20% off
Aga& Inc.
107 CENTER ST. — OLD TOWN, ME.
Men's - Boys' - Women's Apparel and Footwear
Open Fri. till 9 p.m. PHONE 827-3597
tor each borrowed replica. They
must be returned to the Housing
Office (101 West Commons) on or
before May 21, 1969.
The reproductions "range from
really traditional art all the way to
contemporary art" said Vincent A.
Hartgen, Art Department Head.
Among the artists represented are
F.I Greco, Renoir, Van Gogh, Hol-
bein. Monet. Cassatt, and Picasso.
Hartgen described the reproduc-
tions as -top quality" exact replicas
of paintings. Many are worth more
than the twenty-five dollar replace-
ment fee which will be charged for
lost replica,
Positions Open
Opening for studio and field
supervisors and staff tech-
nicians. Supervisory posi-
tions carry five figure sal-
aries, require licenses. Tech-
nician positions, salary de-
pendent on license, experi-
ence, etc. Network serves
5600 classrooms statewide
with four channels. Visual
cameras, Ampex VTR's. 5
day week. Write Technical
Services Director, Delaware
ETV Network, Box 898,
Dover, Delaware.
NOW—
VOLKSWAGEN
SERVICE
- - ORONO
ALSO -
• ALL FOREIGN CAR SAL
• AKERICAN CAR WEL
• BODY WORK
• ROAD SERVICE
• STATE INSP. STATION
• NEW CAR SALES - FORD
• USED CARS
PICK-UP AND DBL. SERVICE
Just Call S66-3300
Orono Motor Co.
25 MAIN ST.
ate
a front and a
"Elan Vital"
back. A sculpture in the round is,
by definition, viewable from a 360
degree area and, to be a good work
must be aesthetically sound from
all angles. Outdoor sculpture, on
the other hand, is placed within its
surroundings. It is viewable from
360 degrees and from one degree to
the next offers a new backgrolind.
It is not obstructed by a back-
ground.
Indoor sculpture is either not
lighted or lighted most often by
artificial light. Although the di-
rection of the light can be changed
from time to time it is for the most
part limited. However, outdoor
sculpture is shaded by natural light
with as many facets as there are
hours in a day. Even the practically
void of light night can be utilized
effectively with well placed spot-
lights.
Marcous' work will be here for
a year. The campus will be able
to view it when the snow flies and
as Spring gradually rolls around.
This advantage of seasonal effect is
denied to indoor sculpture.
Marcous' outdoor sculpture in
front of Carnegie Hall is aesthetical-
ly sound, well placed, will soon be
lit at night; and, through the gen-
erosity of the artist, is here for a
year.
This creation of artist
Lionel Marcous is on display
in front of Carnegie Hall for
the next year. An example of
sculpture in the round, the
work is aesthetically pleasing
from all angles, and well-
suited to its new home.
PAT'S SEW & KNIT SHOP
47 Gm*. Strimi OW TOWN, AWHE •
113.. 827-3124
GUILFORD MILL STORE
ACLm of
Al Street. Nadi
tilL:hira-lat. 9:304:00 rum BR. la 9
HAROLD D. JOHNSON
New York Life Insurance Co.
A Mutual Co. formed in 184.5
7 Main St. Bangor, Me.
Tel. 942-5934
• Life Insurance
• Hospital Insurance
• Approved Company for
G.I. Conversion
(CLIP & MAIL TO A(ENT)
I am interested in:
Life Insurance C3 Family
Hosp. Insurance TiI Plan 0
Converting my G.I. Insurance 0
Name  
Address 
Phone 
 
 City  
We
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Engineering and Science at IBM
"You're treated
like a professional
right from the start'
"The attitude here is, if you're good enough to be
hired, you're good enough to be turned loose on a
project," says Don Feistamel.
Don earned a B.S.E.E. in 1965. Today, he's an
Associate Engineer in systems design and evalua-
tion at IBM. Most of his work consists of determin-
ing modifications needed to make complex
data processing systems fit the specialized
requirements of IBM customers.
Depending on the size of the project, Don
works individually or in a small team. He's
now working with three other engineers on
part of an air traffic control system that will
process radar information by computer.
Says Don: -There are only general guide-
lines. The assignment is simply to come
up with the optimum system."
Set your own pace
Recently he wrote a simulation program that
enables an IBM computer to predict the per-
formance of a data processing system that will
track satellites. He handled that project him-
self. "Nobody stands over my shoulder," Don
says. "I pretty much set my own pace.''
Don's informal working environment is typi-
cal of Engineering and Science at IBM. No
matter how large the project, we break it
down into units small enough to be handled
by one person or a few people.
Don sees a lot of possibilities for the future.
He says, "My job requires that I keep up to
date with all the latest IBM equipment and
systems programs. With that broad an outlook,
I can move into almost any technical area at
IBM—development, manufacturing, product
test, space and defense projects, programming
or marketing."
Check with your placement office
If you're interested in engineering or science at IBM,
ask your placement office for more information.
Or send a resume or letter to Paul Koslow, IBM
Corporation, Dept. C, 425 Park Avenue, New York,
N.Y. 10022. We'd like to hear from you even if
you're headed for graduate school or military service.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
IBM
maine campus editorials
Humphrey
The politics of 1968 has touched the college
student as never before, and the McCarthy
phenomenon mobilized young, idealistic stu-
dents into a viable political force—a force for
liberal change within the structure of the
Democratic party and a force signaling the
end of "new deal" liberalism and a beginning
of "humanistic" liberalism. But in 1968 the
"new politics" did not reach sufficient strength
to overwhelm the establishment. The disen-
chanted are now confronted with a decision for
November: Do they drop out of a system lack-
ing an acceptable alternative?
The decision must be carefully weighed
against the consequences. If the McCarthy
supporters think they can further the cause of
"new politics" by dropping out and assuring a
Humphrey defeat, they are sadly misled. At-
trition at the polls tend to work against
change and a large Humphrey loss will find the
establishment of the Democratic Party even
more in possession of power. The Goldwater
debacle of 1964 proved this; conservatists, not
the liberals, dominated the 1968 GOP conven-
tion.
The question stands: does an alternative
exist? Three candidates vie for the Presidency.
George Wallace is an American tragedy. His
entire campaign is emotional appeal to fear and
hate. However, differences in conviction and
outlook do exist between Richard Nixon and
Vice Pres. Hubert Humphrey. Neither candi-
date belongs to the school of "new politics,"
but one of them manifestly leans in that direc-
tion—Hubert Humphrey.
Humphrey has superior claims to the Presi-
dency in three critical areas: domestic policy,
foreign policy, and the quality and emphasis of
his political leadership. Over the past 23 years
he has been an effective liberal proposing and
fighting for some of the most progressive social
legislation in this century. The Job Corps,
Medicare, and much domestic civil rights leg-
islation were Humphrey ideas. In contrast,
Richard Nixon's career has been pathetically
void of new ideas and new programs.
In foreign policy, Humphrey ideas such as
the Peace Corps, Food for Peace Program, and
the Test Ban Treaties, speak for themselves.
Here also, Nixon's international record, inter-
spersed with concern about the ubiquitous
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-monster Communism," has been pathetically
void.
Finally, the emphasis and quality of each
candidate's leadership has been revealed in
their selections of runningmates. Edmund
Muskie, a man of considerable ability, has be-
come a cogent argument in favor of the Demo-
crats, especially since two Vice Presidents have
succeeded to the nation's number one position
in the last 23 years. Nixon's choice, Spiro
Agnew, whose only qualification seemed to be
acceptance by Strom Thurmond, may prove to
be one of the most disastrous mistakes in
American politics. Agnew's credentials and
statements have already shown him to be total-
ly inadequate even for second place.
Nixon talks in glittering generalities about
"new leadership" and attacks the ailments of
American society, but he seldom says what his
administration will do if elected. He refuses to
debate Humphrey or submit to questions by
skilled news reporters on national television.
In short, the "tricky Dick" of yesteryear has
simply perfected the art of evasion; and if the
electorate lets him, will lead the country blind-
ly into Jan. 20th.
with liberty and
justice for all...
Because of its similarity to shooting fish in
a barrel, it is not the custom of the Campus
to answer "letters to the editor" on the editor-
ial page. But, one feels duty bound to answer
the letter from R. Lee Potter who demands to
know why the candidacy of George C. Wallace
threatens the U. S. with disaster.
The light-hearted, satirical attacks on Wal-
lace done in the past were based on the pre-
mise that readers of the Campus are sufficiently
intelligent to see Wallace as he is: a racist,
right-wing extremist seeking power. It was also
supposed that people would recall the Wallace
shenanigans of the last eleven years which
would not need pointing out. Apparently this
concept of Campus readers is erroneous.
So:
Wallace claims he wants to make the streets
safe for American people through a program
of law and order. His solution for law and or-
der? "I would keep the peace if I had to keep
thirty-thousand troops standing in the streets
with two-foot-long bayonets.- Interesting.
In 1964, the U. S. Bureau of Roads charged
that in exchange for contracts, Wallace was re-
quiring road contractors to hire as "agents"
friends of the administration—including Rob-
ert Shelton, grand dragon of Alabama's Ku
Klux Klan. Wallace later settled out of court.
Is this the kind of law and order Wallace ad-
vocates?
Wallace also settled out of court a charge
by Alabama asphalt companies that the gov-
ernor, ignoring lower bids of competing com-
panies, gave bids (running 20% higher) to his
cronies. More Wallace law?
Wallace denies any racist over-tones in his
campaign. Let's see.
When Wallace lost the Alabama guberna-
torial race to arch-segregationist John Patter-
son, a patron of the Klan, Wallace was heard
to mutter "They out-niggered me that time, but
they'll never do it again." Then, in 1963, in his
inaugural address, Wallace promised "segrega-
tion today, segregation tomorrow, segregation
forever." Sounds a bit racist oriented, doesn't
he?
For those who refuse to take Wallace seri-
ously, his 1964 dabble in presidential politics
may provide a warning. Back in 1964, Wallace
was on the same trend—he tried to organize
Southern support for a bloc vote to give him
a "bargaining position". Although there is lit-
tle chance of Wallace attaining the Presidency,
his polling strength might force one of the ma-
jor candidates to bargain.
R. Lee Potter—this is Wallace, this is the
danger.
letters
MUMS
on
movies
ro the Editor:
The perennial complaints about
the week end movies in the Me-
morial Union have again come into
focus. Instead of merely stating
that we are doing our best, we feel
that if the students know the condi-
tions by which we are limited more
constructive criticism will result
Past articles in campus publications
have failed to research the topic
fully and we feel that the students
have gotten a somewhat distorted
picture of our program.
The main factor limiting MUAB'S
program is financial. We are a non-
profit organization and week end
movies have to carry their own ex-
penses. This is a much more com-
plex situation than most are aware
of. Costs add up fast when one con-
siders the union pay scales for
projectionists and the rental cost
for each night we use Hauck Audi-
torium. Many students assume that
the movies cost very little to rent
because dormitories such as Stodder
Hall have shown movies without
great financial burden. This is not
quite the case. Although movies like
those shown in the dorms are rela-
tively inexpensive to rent, it is be-
cause they are 16 mm films which
are produced chiefly for showing
in smaller quarters. However, the
films we usually show are 35mm
commercial quality films and we
have to pay commercial rental rates.
Local movie houses are charging
from $1.25 to $2 per adult ticket
and are not making fantastic pro-
fits. We are charging 50c per person
and sometimes our "fantastic pro-
fits" are listed in red figures.
Good movies cost money, but this
is not the only limiting factor. We
are severely limited in selection by
the rental companies. Some will not
even supply us because there is too
little profit to be had from rental
fees alone, while many commercial
movie houses have to pay an addi-
tional percentage of the total ticket
sales. Movies that we can get are
dated b,fore they are released to us
since they have made the circuit of
commercial theaters to reap the
maximum in profits from high-pay-
ing patrons. This period, including
the Maine theaters, runs from two
to four years. We could not get
these films before that time for any
price. We could, however, get sub-
stantially better films if admission
was raised to SI. and we would like
opinions from a large number of .
students on this. The higher charge
could be for just one night, or both
nights, and a packed house would
not be required to break even. If
a house was packed, and some
money was left, after expenses. it
could he used to supplement the
budget and acquire better films.
What do you think?
Pct Chasse, Jr.
President
Memorial Union
Activities Board
Orono, Main
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letters can't.
new left
un-ideal
To the Editor:
Your last editorial, danger; with-
in or without?, was perhaps one of
the better pieces of thought that
has appeared in the Campus this
year. However, I was disturbed
when you labled New Leftists as
idealists. Certainly they have ideals.
but when the term is used in that
context it looses all positive con-
notation, and more correctly ap-
plies to negative "idealists" such as
Spiro T. Agnew, who said Sunday.
Oct. 13, on national television, that
he will "end dissent" when he is
elected Vice-President. It applies to
George C. Wallace, who says people
will love their country more if the
pigs control it. It applies to Richard
M. Nixon, who says that Black
people (whom he still calls by the
slave term, "Negroes") will be
"equal" when they become middle-
class capitalists (something they
themselves have come to reject as
a solution to "their" problem). It
applies to the Cold Warriors like
Hubert H. Humphrey and Dean
Rusk, who tell the American people
so often as to believe it themselves,
that the NLF will invade California
if we pull out of Vietnam. These
are the confused "idealists" that
will not be found in the ranks of
the New Left.
Geoffrey L. Sullivan
phase 1-
scholarships
To the Editor:
It seems to me that Phase I of the
proposed Physical Education Com-
plex should begin with the insti-
tution of an athletic scholarship
program.
Certainly, winning (or at least
with the potential to win) teams
would enhance the Athletic Dept.'s
enjoyment received from the use of
such facilities.
Perhaps the student body would
come to see what a winner is like
as well.
Dick Mackin
To the Editor:
I enjoyed Mr. Daniel's insights
about Warsaw; I was there myself
a year ago and found it to be very
much as he describes it.
William Sawyer
Music Dept. selects
Chamber Singers
Musicianship, flexibility and
"portability" are descriptive of the
University of Maine's newest and
smallest singing organization, the
Chamber Singers, whose 18 student
members, selected by aAition, have
just been announced.
Eugene Davis, a music faculty
member, will be the director and
conductor of the group which will
complement the two larger singing
groups sponsored by the music de-
partment, the 2(0-voice Choro-
phonic Society and the University
Singers.
The new group's repertoire will
include both madrigals and con-
temporary music, both forms partic-
ularly suited to chamber ensembles,
and Davis stressed that the singers
would include both serious and
lighter music in their programs.
Now rehearsing twice a week, the
ensemble will make its first appear-
ances in December at a Christmas
program with the University Singers
on campus and at a Bangor Rotary
Club meeting.
The nine men and nine women
who make up the group were selec-
ted from approximately 40 who
attended auditions at the beginning
of the fall semester. Members were
selected on the basis of voice and
musicianship (reading ability).
Members are Carolyn Fletcher.
Caribou; Carol Gervais, Houlton;
Carol Heilsberg, Ashland; Dorothy
LeVasseur, Fort Fairfield, Elizabeth
Moore, Ellsworth; Virginia Newell,
Orono; Kathryn Nordgren. Port-
land; Danna Stevens, Fort Fairfield:
Nancy White. Rochester, N.Y.
Seniors offered
trips to Brazil
by Russ Van Arsdale
Plunging into a two-year period
of service in the Peace Corps must
appear rather frightening to many
students. However, a student-faculty
foium on a possible Peace Corps
internship at the University may
dispel or confirm some of the
apprehension.
Two Peace Corps volunteers, Jack
Frankel, agricultural specialist, and
Jack Leeth, program specialist on
Brazil, will be on campus Tuesday.
The forum, open to all students and
faculuty, will be held in Room 100,
Forest Resources Building, at 3 p.m.
Interested seniors would receive
specialized training through seminars
about the host country, Rio Grande
do Norte, Brazil. After graduation
they would serve a ten to twelve-
week intership in Brazil.
"We're just exploring this," Win-
ston E. Pullen, Associate Dean of
the College of Life Sciences and
Agriculture, said. Similar programs
have been established experimentally
at Cornell and Iowa State, and one
is planned for the University of
Massachusetts.
The UMass program has five
basic steps. 1) Seniors use their
elective hours to prepare for work
in a foreign culture. 2) They
attend seminars on the life and cul-
ture of their host country. 3) After
graduation. they attend an intensive
Notice
There will be no giant R.O.T C.
parade along the Mall this Sunday
at 2 p.m. All those who had
planned to participate should keep
reading Campus notices as it will
soon be announced when the next
parade will not be held.
five-or six-week language training
session. 4) After training, they
travel to the host country to work
with an experienced Peace Corps
volunteer. 5) They then travel to
their own assignments.
A volunteer may also earn credit
toward an additional degree while
serving.
Also Richard Bowne. Gillette.
N.J.; Jeffrey Dennis, Manasquam
Park, N.J.; Norman DuBois. Saco:
Thomas Knight. Cape Elizabeth;
Raymond Libby. Raymond; Allen
Martin, Orono; Wayne Mosher.
Bangor: Edward Mussenden. Bath:
and Michael Stevens. Sanford.
Brenda Gall of Orono is the
rehearsal accompanist for the en-
semble.
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good Urban renewal for
"impression"
downtown Orono
by Nancy Durranee
Orono is now in the process of
developing a plan for renewal of
sixteen acres in downtown Orono.
The Urban Renewal Authority last
June received approval and money
from the Department of Housing
and Urban Development.
Marshall Gibson was hired to co-
ordinate the activities of the
Authority and the renewal planner.
Gibson. at the present time, is inter-
viewing people living in the area to
be demolished. Armed with this in-
formation and the planner's views
on the structural soundness of the
present buildings. Gibson believes
the preliminary draft of the renewal
plan may be formed by the end of
the year or the middle of next Janu-
ary.
Speaker lists solutions
He stresses that people living in
the planned renewal area will not
be evicted except as a last-ditch
effort. The Authority will not be
purchasing any property until next
summer and will "make every rea-
sonable effort to relocate" those dis-
possessed by the renewal process.
according to Gibson.
An open meeting of all concerned
and interested citizens will be held
Nov. 12. Gibson emphasized that
all students who are living in off-
campus housing should come to the
meeting, and future meetings be-
cause the Renewal Authority wants
In know student needs in housing.
Gibson also said that his office, on
Mill Street above Chandler's store,
is open to the public all day and he
is available for any citizens who
drop in.
Fewer going Greek
by Jeff Strout
Sidney S. Suntag said the problem
fraternity systems are facing today
is the diminishing number of people
going Greek. This is a problem
here on campus he told I.F.C.
representatives and house advisors
Wednesday, October 9 in a rush
seminar.
Sontag. who is executive secretar-
iat of Tau Epsilon Phi national, gave
suggestions for the fraternity
system here to consider. He pro-
posed the system drop many of its
present rules. Prospective freshmen
should be able to see and read
about the houses before Thanks-
giving.
"A summer rush program where-
by the freshman and his parents
could meet a brother of a fra-
ternity would help the system," he
said. Suntag suggested the pledge
program be cut down to about eight
weeks. The present system of
pledging requires a waiting period
of about a year to become a
brother. Suntag said many people
do not like to wait that long.
Suntag suggested the fraternities
sponsor "constructive drives for
community support" in order to
build up the system's image. He
mentioned such organizations as
Muscular Distrophy and the Heart
Fund, and ideas such as sponsoring
concerts and orphanage entertain-
ment.
Along the same lines as image
building. Suntag proposed fraterni-
the
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Complete Pizza Menu
Plain .70 Sausage .85
Onion .75 Tuna .85
Bacon .90 Anchovy .85
Hot Dog .80 Double Cheese .80
Mushroom .85 Combination
Green Pepper .80 Everything $1.25
Hamburg .85 Green Pepper
Pepperoni .80 & Onion .85
Salami .80 Pepperoni &
Ham .85 Mushroom .95
Crab Meat .85 Hamburg & Onion .90
Located on Stillwater Avenue on the way to Old Town
PHONE 827-4277
ties do away with all types of
physical hazing and adopt such
ideas as "sensitivity groups" and
brother-pledge work groups. He
said the fraternities would wind up
with a greater number of freshmen
going Greek if there was less house
to house "knocking." There are
those freshmen who came back
from open rush with the idea that
no house is good.
Suntag reminded the houses that
a "rushee should be welcome in any
house he walks into." This is in
reference to racial and religious
traits of some rushees.
Finally. Suntag told those present
the fraternities should not try to
compete with the dormitory system,
by offering a lower cost of living.
He said. "You cannot compete with
the dorms, sell fraternalism."
BANGOR-MERRIFIELD OFFICE SUPPLY
Complete Office, School, and Drafting Supplies
14 State Street Bangor
Are You A Winner?
Check the Number
Your Coed
L./wit Account
invited
ALPINE
35" long.
Everyone's choice — our
mohair and wool car coat
with contrasting trim, flop
pockets, wr:stlerts, paisley
lining and sculptured silver
buttons. In a wide array of
colors. Misses sites 6-18
CHECK ON OUR
"SECOND THOUGHT'S"
THIS WEEKEND
You're Always a Winner at
H. M. GOLDSMITH Inc.
Old Town, Maine
This Week's Winning Number: 5109
Last Week's Winner: Sharon A. Haverinen
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VVhen you come on in a
Van Heusen shirt...
the rest come off like
a bunch of stiffs.
Now from Van Heusen ... the scent of adventure ...
Passport 360 ... the first to last and last and last!
Friends! Seniors! Sheepskin chasers! Lend an ear to a
rewarding career in menswear marketing, merchandising, engi-
neering at Van Heusen! For full information, send your name and
address to: College Grad Department, The Van Heusen Company,
417 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 10016.
35 Main Street
the
charley
brown
Where the girls are
is where the Charley
Brown isl This new-
look CPO shirt/jacket
in 100% wool has a
warm fleece lining,
great detailing.
Distinctive plaids and
solids. Men's sizes
5, M, L, XL. $25.00.
laeR
Bangor. Maine
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Legal and moral death
Mercy deaths to be discussed
Dr. Peter Bowman, superintendent
of Pineland Hospital and Training
Center, will speak under the auspices
of the Student Religious Association
Monday, Oct. 21, in the Main
Lounge of the Memorial Union at
the University of Maine.
Dr. Bowman will show a film of
the television program in which he
participated as a panelist and which
was entitled "The Gift of Life and
the Right to Die." As a panelist on
this show Dr. Bowman suggested
that public dialogue among doctors,
theologians and philosophers is
needed to seek solutions to the
questions of does man have the right
to die with dignity and is it right to
keep patients alive in agony in the
name of medical advances.
Also during that television pro-
gram Dr. Bowman, a native of Ger-
many and recipient of the Ameri-
can Legion Distinguished Service
Citation in 1963, suggested the
possibility of withholding from
patients extraordinary medical
efforts in the face of prolonged
agony and suffering.
His views have become increasing-
ly pertinent and widely circulated
in view of recent transplants of
human organs and the divergent
views on what legally and medically
constitutes death. Two different
schools of thought have it that
death occurs when brain activity
ceases, as opposed to when body
tissues actually die.
During the program, broadcast
by Educational Television, Dr. Bow-
man questioned the use of extra-
ordinary medical efforts to sustain
life for terminal heart and cancer
patients, the profoundly retarded
and for those with excessive brain
damage.
Following the film showing Oct.
21. Dr. Bowman will speak and
answer questions. The program is
open to the public.
Dr. Bowman received his M.D.
degree from George August Uni-
versity in Goettingen, West Ger-
many, and did post graduate work
in psychiatry at Danvers State
Hospital, Danvers, Mass.; in child
psychiatry at Massachusetts General
Hospital; in surgery at Cambridge.
Mass., City Hospital; and was a
research fellow at Walter Fernald
State School in Waltham, Mass.
He was named vice president of
the International Medical Confer-
ence on Mental Retardation at
Vienna. Austria, in 1961; was a
nominee for the International Joseph
P. Kennedy Award in 1962 and has
been named to a national task force
to revise standards for psychiatric
hospitals and clinics.
SRA lecture
The Student Religious Associa-
tion will sponsor a lecture and film
presentation Oct. 21 in the Main
Lounge of the Union, by Dr. Peter
Bowman, superintendent of Pineland
Hospital and Training Center.
Bowman will discuss what legally
and medically constitutes death in
his talk entitled "The Gift of Life
and the Right to Die."
After receiving his M.D. degree
from George August Unive.-sity in
Goettingen, West Germany, Bow-
man did post- graduate work in
psychiatry.
In 1961. while in Vienna, Austria.
he was named vice president of the
International Medical Conference on
Mental Retardation. the following
year, he was nominated for the In-
ternational Joseph P. Kennedy
award. At present he is instrumental
in revising standards for psychiatric
hospitals and clinics.
Flying lessons.
Apply here: 
That's right. You, too, con be a pilot.
Join the United Stores Air Force and qualify for
pilot training. Become o leader with execJtive
responsibility.
Well, what else? A pilot is the officer in charge
of a million dollars worth of high flying, sophisti-
cated supersonic equipment, isn't he?
Yes, and you'll wear a snappy blue officer's uni-
form, enjoy officer's pay and privileges. You'll
probably trovel to exotic foreign lands, and have
o secure future in the biggest scientific and
research organization. World's biggest.
You'll be whereon the exciting Space Age break-
throughs are. Where it's happening. Now. Today.
Right now. This minute. The Air Force is the "now"
place to be.
If you yearn to fly and don't try the Aerospace
Team, you'll miss your big chance.
Let that be a lesson!
UNITED STATES AlR MACE
Box A, Dept. SCP 810
Pondolph Air Force Bose. Texas 78148
NAME
(PLEASE FRINT1
GRADUATION DATE
AGE 
CLASS
DEGREE
ADDRESS
ciry STATE lip
......... •
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impression 1
by David Daniel
"As Maine Goes.
A cold wind was prowling among
the potato fields when I pushed
into Mike's Bar and Grill. I waited
for a moment to shake off the cold.
There were only a few early eve-
ning customers sitting around talk-
ing. In a corner by himself, where I
knew he would be, was the local
sage. I wanted some information so
hung my coat and walked over to
the corner table.
"Hi'ya, Spud," I said.
Old Spud glanced up. It took a
minute for him to pull my face from
his beer-hazed memory. He mo-
tioned for me to sit down. Then he
took a deep draught of beer and
put his glass down.
"What do you think about the
election?" I asked, trying to sound
casual.
He wiped foam from his mouth.
"Y'know," he said, "on November
fifth, fifteen million new people will
go out and vote Republican or
Democrat depending on how their
..parents voted the la .t six times."
# "Don't forget the third party." I
-lipid. But he didn't hear me.
"It'll be like sneaking a glass of
Iroquois Premium," he said, picking
Op his glass and looking at it, "when
- you've been a Lebanon Valley man
for years. These kids'll have guilt
feelings all over the place if they
don't vote right."
Spud has a reputation for being
the biggest beer drinker in eastern
Maine, but when a guy starts mak-
ing analogies like that, I suspect he
has had too many. I wanted info.
though. so I let him talk.
"You know what the trouble with
our political system is?" he asked,
pausing and looking at me. It was
like he was checking to see if he
could trust me with the secret. I
tried my best to look honest.
"It's the campaigns," he said.
I thought of Dustin Hoffman's
line, "How do you mean?" But I
resisted.
"The campaigns aren't run right,"
he explained.
"Ohhh." I nodded.
He leaned forward and said in a
whisper, "Sometimes when a Presi-
dential candidate is on TV, 1 turn
the sound off. It's great to watch
• guy jumping around saying
nothing."
"1 sometimes leave the sound on
and see it too." I said. Again, he
didn't hear me.
He told me he had been thinking
ow much better it would be to
ave no candidate speeches or
romises, but just turn everything
ver to the ad-men.
"There could be a few sixty
ond commercials shown at prime
me, and the candidates could put
me and money to a better use ..."
"And the public buying a candi-
ate's product would serve the
rpose of the polls," I suggested
agerly.
"Sure. Can't you see it?" he said,
epicting the scene right there in
ike's Bar and Grill.
The camera pans in on Nixon,
tting in a neighborhood tavern.
e takes a long drink and turns to
he camera: "Hello, this is your
riendly candidate. Dick Nixon.
hen I've had a rough day chasing
he F.T.C. out of New York, I like
o sit back with my old buddy, Bud-
iser."
"But isn't Nixon a teetotaler?" I
sked.
"Sure," Spud said with simple
ogic. "But most voters aren't."
Other customers began to gather
•round listening to Spud. Now he
epicted Humphrey, hiring the rival
argloss Ad Agency and getting
qual time.
There was The Hubc smiling into
mirror saying. "This is the day I
ell him!.. Then he was standing in
.B.1's olice announcing, "Boss, you
an withdraw your support for this,
ut your war policy is lousy—and
hile I'm at it, your breath isn't so
Spud guessed the VP candidates
mild share the action. We saw Ed
Muskie standing on Kennebunk
Beach with Bobby Hull and Frank
Griffith, all wearing Jantzen trunks.
Ed was flexing. saying, "Come on
down!"
Old Spiro Whosis was complain-
ing about Excedrin Headache Num-
ber 247.
"Which one is
jack asked Spud.
"The one you get from
guards clubbing you, asking
you've got credentials."
Spud kept drinking his Iroquois
Premium and talking about his plan.
Now and then the door opened and
more customers came in. Outside
the fall wind rushed at the building
in angry gusts.
Sitting there listening to the flow
of words, I began to see a built-in
danger to the proposed ad-campaign.
But still I listened.
Then, amid the cameraderie of
Mike's Bar and Grill, I made a
mistake that probably cost me a
contact. I broke old Spud's balloon;
and what is worse than an un-
happy beer drinker?
What I said was that there would
be a lot of mud-slinging between
ad agencies. And then I mused.
"Can't you see a blaze orange
bumper sticker saying Maine Poli-
iiCit1115 Wear White Socks?"
that?" a lumber-
police
you if
Staff-student parley
Discussions slated
by Dan Everett encourage students to identify more
closely with their school.
Students will have a weekly Mrs. Hackola said that during the
opportunity to meet informally with current period of change and un-
members of the University adminis- certainty, many students "find it
tration under a new proposal hard to give their loyalty to a uni-
approved by Acting President Win- versity whose top administrators
throp C. Libby. The -first meeting seem to change so frequently and
will be held Friday. Oct. 18, in the whose titles are often prefaced by
Main Lounge of the Memorial 'acting' and 'temporary'." She said
Union at 3:00 p.m. many students naturally suspect
The weekly discussion hours something is seriously wrong and
were proposed by Judith A. withhold their support.
Hackola, assistant to the dean of Libby stressed that the meetings
Arts and Sciences, in an effort to would be question and answer ses-
Page Nine
sions and that no speeches would be
made. He encouraged students to
stop by to talk and ask questions.
Expected to attend the first ses-
sion are James Clark, vice-president
for academic affairs; Ronald Banks,
assistant to the president; and Libby.
The academic deans will be en-
couraged to attend future meetings.
Mrs. Hackola said she felt those
attending "might very well benefit
from a closer relationship and mu-
tual trust."
Libby commented, "I'm hopeful
it will work."
In November 1968
THE UNIVERSAL PARTY presents:
Reverend Kirby James Hensley for President
Modesto, Caltionda
fosnider THE UNIVERSAL LIFE CHURCH
and
Roscoe B. MacKenna for Vice President 
Chicago, Illinois
New Age Scientist - Bell Telephone Com pany
The Peace we yearn and pray for will not come until the Nations
Earth, through better leadership, establish better governments.
of
For further information write: P. 0. Box 516
Berkeley, California 94701
Two reasons for joining Du Pont, and three for quitting.
Du Pont offers open-end opportunity. You don't
go into a training program. You go to work—in a
series of growth jobs that broaden your base for
professional progress and help you find the specilic field
you want to grow in. We call it "planned mobility."
Du Pont works at the outer limits. Sure, every-
body claims they do the far-out research. But
Du Pont is a world leader in research with the
money and the engineering capability to translate ideas
into commercial products. If you have a profitable idea,
we have what it takes to make it work; and we have a
special bonus plan to reward you for it. So Du Pont
people grow, personally and professionally. Even men
who leave Du Pont often do so because of the profes-
sional growth they experienced at Du Pont.
An Equal Opportunity Employer ( M,.' F)
CPOPM
,
College Relations
Ii They go to universities, to teach—recognizedauthorities in their profession.
They go into space, or other government projects.
1 j And they go to our competitors, who are smartenough to know where to look for the top men.
We don't like to lose men, and we don't lose many. But
when you hire the best, then help them to get better,
your people are bound to he sought after.
)11 Pont Company
Room 6686, Wilmington. DE 19898
I'd like your latest information on opportunities at
Du Pont for graduates with degrees in 
Name 
I. 'niversity 
Degree Graduation Date 
Address 
City State Zip 
A. J. Goldsmith
H. M. Goldsmith
The Governor's
Mount Hermon Ski Area
Mount Hermon Ski School
Hinson Cleaners
Interstate Mobile
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The Engagement Ring
4641-
joins The Wedding Ring
In A Union of Enchantment
Fashioned for the most deserving bride, a multi-
faceted ensemble of diamond engagement ring
with its pristine lines cleverly interlocked with a
diamond wedding ring of transcendant beauty.
Two rings are joined in one, as two lives begin as
one.
W. C. Bryant & Son Inc.
JEWELERS OF DISTINCTION
FOR
FOUR GENERATIONS
46 MAIN STREET BANGOR, MAINE
Extra Benefit to be
Received by Student
Discount Holders!
2 Gallons of Mobil Permanent Anti-Freeze
installed free
with the purchase of two Snow Tires
STUDENT DISCOUNT SERVICE
Extra Curricular Quiz
Sponsored this week by:
GOVERNOR'S
offering a Dinner for Two from the menu
and
SLEEPER'S of BANGOR
offering a $10 Gift Certificate
Question: Fill in the blanks. Westminster Abbey
was built in honor of
and to parallel 
 on the
east side of London.
Mail your answer with your name and Student
Discount Book number by Saturday or deliver
to us by Monday noon at 5 Grove Street, Orono.
Bangor Bijou Miller's Restaurant
Brewer t.inema Old Town Bowling Center
Craig the Tailor Oronoka Restaurant
Da's Rwelry and Appliance Pine Hill Golf Club
Family Fun Bowling Center Red Stallion Inn
Sleeper's
Squaw Mountain Ski Area
Viner's Music Co.
What-Not Shop
Wight's Sporting Goods
XYZ Novelties
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Contact capsules
Intercollegiate news
by Hank Moody
• Orono's recent visitor, Julian
Bond, refused to give a lecture at
the University of Tennessee because
students there had been forbidden
by the university's chancellor to in-
vite Dick Gregory to the campus
as a part of a student speakers' pro-
gram.
Chancellor Charles H. Weaver
would not allow Gregory to speak.
maintaining that the comedian social
critic had "nothing to say to the
university community" and that his
appearance would be "an outrage
and insult to many citizens of the
state."
When Bond found that he had
been invited to replace the rejected
Gregory he said. "If the chancellor
of the university thinks the students
are too siiiiple-minded to hear Gre-
gory, they are obviously too simple-
minded to hear me. I certainly
don't want to poison student minds."
It's not a matter of Gregory him-
self," Bond went on. "It's a matter
of students being allowed to 'rake
their own decisions. I wouldn'acare
if it were Harry Truman Cr George
Wallace being denied permission.
The issue would be the same—free-
dom of choice."
The question of an open ipeaker
ISolicy is one of the hot topics at
U.T. ,
Further south at the University of
Mississippi, university trustees put a
ban on allowing Charlesj Evers to
speak on campus. Evets is the
brother of slain civil rights worker
Medgar Evers. /
Ole Miss students %vim to federal
judge William Keady/ and attained
an injunction again the trustees'
ban. They 
pointed/ 
out to Judge
Keady that the b
discriminatorily cause campaign
;was being used
workers for Geqtge Wallace and a
member of the Loyalist delegation
to the Chicao convention had been
allowed to speak on campus earlier
his year.
Two years ago, students and fac-
ulty of the university got another
injunction against the speaker ban
to allow Aaron Henry, president of
the Mississippi NAACP, to speak.
That case is awaiting the opinion of
a special three judge federal panel,
whose decision could decide the
legality of speaker bans across the
nation.
• Berkeley is near exploding
again after being sidelined by the
national political circus.
Black Panther and ex-convict El-
dridge Cleaver is scheduled to give
a series of ten lectures to a class
titled Social Analysis I39X. Cleaver
has already given one lecture, but
now the California Board of Regents
has put its foot down.
In a move leveled specifically
against the Panther, the regents have
limited all outside lecturers with no
instructional titles to one classroom
appearance. Any more than that
will result in removal of credit for
the course.
On the evening of Oct. 9, about
800 students met to decide what
to do. They plan a mass rally in
which they will demand that faculty
publicly grant credit for 139X, and
that faculty defy the regents by
bringing in outside lecturers for
more than one appearance. They
also plan to present lists of other
courses in which the regents decision
has been violated and demand a de-
cision.
The students hope that these ac-
tions will result in the firing of
professors involved, thereby uniting
the campus against the regents.
What this would amount to is still
speculation, but radicals are looking
forward to a Columbia style take-
over.
• The Cox Commission, ap-
pointed by the Columbia University
faculty to study last spring's dis-
orders there, submitted its report a
week ago.
The 222 page report blamed all
parties involved, but laid greatest
responsibility for the disorders at
CINEMA II
BREWER SHOPPING
CENTER
NOW!
At 7:45
'2001: A Space Odyssey,' provides
the screen with some of the most
dazzling visual happenings and
technical achievements in the
history of tile motion picture!"
—Time Magazine
MOM RIMINTS *STANLEY KUBRICK PRODUCTION
Playing At Cinema I
"IF HE HOLLERS LET
HIM GO"
7:00 p. iii. — 9:00 p. m.
Mat. Sunday at 2:00 p. in.
the door of the administration which
it said "too often conveyed an atti-
tude of authoritarianism and mis-
trust."
The report calls the quality of
student life at Columbia "inferior
in living conditions and personal
associations." and said that the re-
bellion gained wide support from the
students because of their "deep-
seated and relatively unfocused dis-
satisfaction with the university."
Both students and faculty have,
according to Archibald Cox, a Har-
vard law professor who wrote most
of the report, tried to find a mean-
ingful voice in the university and
have failed because of the authori-
tarianism and indifference of the
administration, which is headed up
by President Grayson Kirk.
The report contended that. "Hy
its final days. the revolt enjoyed
both v. ide and deep support among
the students and junior faculty, and
in a lesser degree among the senior
professors. The trauma of violence
which followed police intervention
intensified emotions, but broad sup-
port for the demonstrators rested
upon broad discontent and wide-
spread sympathy for their position."
The report condemned the "dis-
ruptive tactics" of the students, but
was not happy with the use of police
in breaking up the demonstrators.
"Literally the survival of the free
university depends on the communi-
ty's rejection of disruptive demon-
strations."
• State aid to institutions of
higher learning is falling off, accord-
ing to the National Association of
State Universities and Land Grant
Colleges.
A survey conducted by Dr. M.M.
Chambers of Indiana University for
NASULGC reports that state aid is
up 43% over 1967, but not enough
to cover rising costs and demands.
Since 1960, state assistance has
risen 223% to the present $5 billion
level. The report calls the figures
deceptive because state aid, though
rising absolutely, is declining per-
centage-wise in relation to the total
incomes for many public institutions.
• "A Young Vietnamese Sings
of Sadness and War," read a New
York Times headline. The story un-
derneath was of Trinh Cong Son,
known as the "Bob Dylan of Viet
Nam."
1 hough scarcely heard of in the
U.S., Trinh Cong Son has long been
an idol of the Vietnamese public,
especially the young. His public ap-
pearances were always sold out in
advance, and his records are trea-
sured by students and workers alike.
Trinh Cong Son's songs are sad,
expressing the agony of the common
people in the war torn country. "I
want to describe the absurdity of
death in my country. I want to de-
scribe the war," he said.
Two months ago the singing idol
was arrested in Da Nang by military
security police. He was arrested
with no warrant, and has disappeared
with no trial. His arrest was not
noted by the Saigon press, and the
word spread of his disappearance
more-or
-less by rumor.
It is theorized the Saigon rulers
feared Trinh Cong Son because his
songs of anti-war and he was im-
mensely popular because of them.
• The House Committee on un-
American Activities is investigating
he protests in Chicago during the
Democratic Convention to see if
they were influenced or even organ-
iied by Communists.
Yippie leader and society editor
for Ramparts magazine Paul Krass-
ner feels this is foolishness apparent-
ly. He announced plans to °resent
one of his "IF—k Communism" post-
ers to the committee and call mem
soft on Communism if they don't
accept it.
s!flitiir'. mite: "Contact Cap.
'tile'.." formerly "The Wander-
er,— formerly "The Rosin' Re
portah," will appear weekly in
the Vaine Campus to present a
view of United States campus
news.
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Victory tradition 
Riflemen hone shootin' eyes
by Roger Michaud
Victory! Every team seeks it. the
Maine rifle team has found it. The
shooters have a reputation. They
now have to live up to it.
The Black Bear Riflemen have
won the Yankee Conference since
1965. The team has won the North-
ern Division of the New England
College Rifle League for the past
four years. The Maine shooters
have challenged all opponents in
Northeastern United States and
have won the New England Cham-
pionship for three years. Last year,
the team set a new record in the
Maine Smallbore Rifle Champion-
ships.
The team will miss the coaching
of Col. John Gerety and Sgt.
George Pritchard, who retired last
year. The training responsibilities
of both these men have been placed
upon SFC. Gerald D. Mitchell. He
is an excellent coach. gunsmith. and
rifleman. He is confident that Maine
will have another rifle season.
The riflemen have received good
support from the University and
boast of the most modern equip-
ment available today. The real
reason for Maine's success, however.
is dedication. The varsity shooters
are only required to attend three
day practices and one night prac-
tice per week, but members spend
countless hours on the range trying
to achieve perfection.
The sharpshooters will be count-
ing on co-captains David A. St.
Cyr, of Norwalk, Conn.. and
Charles W. Smart, of Lincolnville.
Me., to lead the team to a fourth
year of success. Other lettermen in-
clude Robert D. Bangs. of Pearl
River, N.Y., Mark F. Bastey, of
Weymouth, Mass.. Walter S. O'Con-
nell Jr., of Twin Mt., N.H., and
UM harriers belied,
Steve Turner nipped
Like the contents of an antique
shop. University of Maine cross
country runner Steve Turner of
Augusta improves with age.
At last Steve's record indicates
that with each succeeding year of
competition he becomes tougher to
beat.
For instance, as a sophomore
Steve finished ninth in the Yankee
Conference Cross Country Meet.
As a junior, he finished second. He
is looking forward as a senior this
year to a possible first place finish
in the conference race.
Since Steve started competing
with the Black Bears cross country
varsity the muscular harrier has
captured six first places, four
seconds and one fifth place in eleven
dual meets.
Already this season Steve has won
two races, that against St. Anselm's
in the season-opener when he slog-
ged through the mud to win in 22
minutes and six 16 seconds over the
4.5 mile UM course and against
New Brunswick last Saturday as he
lead Maine to an upset victory.
At Durham Saturday. the UNH
Wildcats' Ev Dunklee handed
Turner his first individual loss of
the season by, outdistancing the
UM ace by six seconds to pace
UNH to a one-sided 19-56 victory.
Turner, in his three years of com-
petition, won meets as a sophomore
against Northeastern and Massachu-
setts, against Vermont and Colby.
As a junior he topped the field in
meets against St. Anselm's and Ver-
mont.
His continued improvement is also
reflected in his finishes in the New
England Championships. As a
sophomore he ended up 34th and
last year he finished 20th.
Steve will be one of the favorites
in the resumption of the State Meet
Oct. 29 at Bowdoin.
In freshman cross country Satur-
day the Maine runners remained
unbeaten in four meets by chalking
up 21 points to 46 for Presque Isle.
64 for Washington, 130 for No-
komis. 135 for Woodland, and 172
for Calais. Chris Bovie of the Cubs
set a new course record, the third
time this year he has cracked the
mark.
Earlier in the week the Bear Cubs
downed Bangor and Schenck 20-47-
54.
Helen Harper does Acrilan
sweaters in 9 ham colors
$6
For cool days and later when
you're doing sweater-y kinds of
things — the classic cardigan and
v-neck pullover. In Wear Dated®
Acrilan® acrylic fiber by Mon-
santo. Guaranteed for one full
year of normal wear, refund or
replacement by Monsanto textiles.
In camel, brown, red, green,
pumpkin, gold, navy, white, black.
31 to 40.
Gordon R. Ricker, of Reading,
Mass.
The varsity will receive quality
but not numbers from upcoming
sophomores. New members on the
team this year will include Frank
G. Bunke, of Upper Montclair.
N.J., David F. Carney, of Rochester.
N.Y., Donald P. Haig. Topsham,
Me.. Henry Trail Jr.. Augusta. Me..
and Ziegfried Kachan Jr.. of North-
boro, Mass.
A shooting match consists of ten
shooters firing in 3 positions, prone,
kneeling, and standing. The aggre-
gate score from the 5 high shooters
counts as record. Sgt. Mitchell
points out that with 11 men on the
team he will have to "concentrate
on them and hope for the best."
The regular season matches have
not been previously printed in any
of the sports schedules this year.
Dates of the matches are now set.
The season's opener will be Sat.
morning. Oct. 26, at 9 when Bow-
doin visits the Black Bear Range.
Other regular season matches in-
clude Norwich. Nov. 9. Dartmouth,
Dec. 7, at Hanover, N.H., and Nas-
son. Mar. 8.
lnvitationals and championships
matches will be scheduled after the
egular season.
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NOW
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BIJOU
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****HIGHEST RATING!
"AN ARTISTIC ACHIEVEMENT!"
—NV DAILY NEWS
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BULKI-KNITS
FISHERMAN KNITS
SHETLANDS
V NECKS
CREW NECKS
TURTLE NECKS
SHOP & SAVE
19 MILL STREET — ORONO
—MEATS--
FULL CUT ROUND 894 lb
N. Y. SIRLOIN STEAK
"T" BONE STEAK
CLUB STEAK
CUBE STEAK $1.08 lb. FACE RUMP ROAST
GROUND ROUND 89c lb. Boneless CHICKEN BREAST
STEAK SALE!
—GROCERIES—
Red & White SHORTENING — 3 lb.
Red & White APPLE SAUCE — 25 oz.
Staff TOMATO JUICE — 46 oz. can
Pillsbury's BROWNIE MIX — 8c off label
Fireside FIG BARS — 2 lb. pkgs.
Red & White SEEDLESS RAISINS — 11 oz. pkg.
Kraft ORANGE JUICE — 1 2 gal. 65c Wellesley
Frozen Food Sale! 10 oz. pkgs.
9541b
Staff PEAS, PEAS & CARROTS, CHOPPED BROCCOLI, CUT CORN
98c lb.
99c lb.
59c
3 for $1
3 for 89c
3 for $1
3 for $1
4 for $1
Farms SHERBET — 1 2 gal. 59c
Mix or Match
6 for
$1
Staff GREEN BEANS, FRENCH GREEN BEANS, MIXED VEGETABLES, 5 for
$1
Staff BABY LIMAS, FORD HOOK LIMAS, CAULIFLOWER, 4 for
BRUSSELS SPROUTS $1
CUT WAX BEANS, BROCCOLI SPEARS
—PRODUCE—
Chiquita Bananas - Reg. 20c lb. - 2 lbs. 25c Yellow Onions- Reg. 45c - 3 lbs. 29c
No. 1 Tomatoes - 12 oz. - Cello-Pak - Reg. 39c — 23c
Serving You Is Our Pleasure
8:30 A.M. - 6:00 P.M. Monday. Tut-14(1m. 'A ednesdl”
8:30 A.M. • 9:00 P.M. Thursday. Frida;
8:00 A.M. • 6:30 P.M. Saturday
Page Twelve
UBRIS
UBRIS, The University of Maine's Literary Magazine
invites Undergraduates at "The University" to submit their
PROSE, POETRY, ESSAYS, PHOTOGRAPHS, ART, etc.
to The UBRIS.
Leave your material at 106B Lord Hall before Nov. 13.
U. of Me. Karate Club
Newcomers welcomed! Club meets Tuesday nights 6-8 p.m.,
Thursday nights 9-11 p.m., downstairs Lengyel Hall (girls'
gym). Learn to fight. Drop in and see us.
THE CHALET
Bill Cavell 
TYDOL
NEXT DOOR TO CAMPUS
ON COLLEGE AVENUE
WINTER
11 NE-UPS
866-2538
UNIVERSITY MOTORS
Bill Garen
CHEVRON
AT THE ORONO END
OF THE BRIDGE
SPECIAL
ON
SNOW TIRES
866-2311
E HONOR 101 R NEI! PHO.L/Ps 66 CREDIT CARDS
GREG'S SUPERETTE
PRODUCE STAND AND GROCERY STORE
Pumpkins—
Local made cider
with or w/o preservative
Apples: Macs—Cortland—
Wolf River
COLD BEVERAGES TO TAKE OUT
-- Groceries, Snacks, and Meat --
ALL AT GREG'S GROCERIES
Open 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.—Mon.-Sat.
10 a.m. to 8 p.m.—Sunday
"One of your Park Street Merchants"
Get ready for good
MAINE weather with
a lush plush pile hat
A Cfa) 1132 Campus
Classic
SARI'S
Mill St. Orono
SI
The Maine Campus Orono, Maine, 
October 17, 1968
Wing, Benner shine
Tricky Wildcats dazzle Bears
A depth-less Maine team tired in 
the players headed for the dressing- ner equalled his own record with
the second half as the University 
room at half time. 10 pass receptions.
In the second half UNH switched Coach Walter Abbott had a great
to a passing attack, featuring a pass deal of praise for Wing and Ben-
off a double reverse and a halfback ner. "Wing does a great job with
option pass, which baffled the Maine the short ball," he noted.
defense. The Wildcats put 35 points One of the great setbacks of the
on the scoreboard in a wide-open game was the loss of speedy half-
The Bears played one of their second half. back Danny Sullivan who injured
better games offensively, but were Throughout the game Maine his knee. Later Coach Abbott dis-
unable to cope with the Wildcat offense moved the ball well. Quar- closed that Sullivan would be lost
passing game. During the first half terback Dave Wing set two Maine for the rest of the season, sa;ing,
UNH ran a ground attack and the marks with 42 pass attempts and 22 "Sullivan was one of those who
Black Bears bottled them up commpletions. Split end Gene Ben- really counted.
effectively. Maine dominated the
first two periods and lead 10-7 when
of New Hampshire defeated the
Black Bears 42-17 Saturday at Dur-
ham, N.H. The win put New Hamp-
shire in first place in the Yankee
Conference.
Golf
The annual Fall varsity golf
tournament which began shortly
after school opened, is drawing to a
close. The tournament, open to any-
one wishing to try out for thc golf
team, started with a field of 29. It
has come down now to the four
semi-finalists.
In one semi-final. Fred Ward will
oppose Don Morse and in the other,
Randy Knight. Jr., will take on
Paul Eggert. The winners will op-
pose each other in a match next
week.
Charge?
Booters paint Wildcats
for first soccer victory
The Maine soccer team has its
first victory under its belt. Stand-
out goal-keeping by Frank Stewart
sparked Maine over punchless New
Hampshire 1-0 Saturday. Tuesday
Bowdoin had handed the Black
Bears loss number five in a row 3-1.
Senior goalie Frank Stewart
knocked down 20 shots and pinned
the fourth consecutive shutout on
UNH. The Wildcats have yet to
This Middle back steps
lively through one of the
few holes in the Maine fresh-
man line. The Bear Cubs
spattered the Maine Mari-
time Academy JVs 55-0 Mon-
day afternoon.
DOWN
WITH
SOILED
SUMMARIES!
Up with Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper!
An ordinary pencil eraser picks up
every smudge, every mistake.The special 
surface treatment lets you erase / rp, 0 ov
• •without a trace. If Eaton's Corrasable/
leaves your papers impeccably neat,
..sAR
what are you waiting for? Get it in light, /
medium, heavy weights and Onion/
Skin. In 100-sheet packets and 500- EATON'S CORRASABLE
sheet ream boxes. At Stationery Stores TYPEWRITER PAPER
and Departments. i,.,
Only Eaton makes Corrasable."'
EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND TYPEWRITER PAPER
Eaton Paper Company, Pittsfield, Massarhusetts 01201
score this season. Rueben Hernandez
booted home the winning goal on a
sliding kick in the second period.
The win was also the first college
level victory for Maine coach Paul
Stoyell.
Visiting Bowdoin tallied two quick
goals Tuesday to break a 1-1 tie.
Maine co-capt. Harrie Price had put
the Bears out in front on a penalty
kick. Bowdoin tied the game then
went ahead when a shot rebounded
off the back of a Maine defender
in the net. Williams added the insur-
ance goal unassisted.
While the varsity snapped their
loss string. the Maine freshman
soccer team kept on winning. Satur-
day in the fog the Baby Bears
dumped Thomas College 2-1 to up
their record to 2-0-1 Dave Brown
and Bob Doyle scored in the open-
ing period for the freshmen.
Scoreboard
Football
New Hampshire 42—Maine 17
UM Frosh 55—Me. Maritime
Ws 0
Soccer
Bowdoin 3—Maine 1
Maine 1—New Hampshire 0
UM Frosh 2—Thomas 1
Cross Country
(I) UM Frosh 20 (2) Bangor 47
(3) Schenck 54
(1) UM Frosh 21 (2) Presque
Isle 46 (3) Washington 64
(4) Nokomis 130 (5) Woodland
135 (6) Calais 172
New Hampshire I9—Maine 56
Sports Calendar
October 18
—Frosh soccer at Colby Frosh
(3:00)
October 19
—Sailing at
(9:30)
—Varsity soccer at Connecticut
(10:00)
—Varsity football at Connecticut
(1:30)
—Fr. cross country
Frosh (2:30)
—Varsity cross country at Colby
(2:30)
October 22
—Frosh soccer, Hinckley (3:00)
October 23
—Varsity soccer, Colby (2:30)
October 24
—Frosh soccer, Kents Hill (3:00)
N. E Sloop Trials
CLASSIFIED
at Colby
Will the student who inad-
vertently took a Maine jacket at
the (LEE meeting, Wednesday
night. Oct. 9. 1968 please re-
turn it to the FE office, 101
Barrows.
Signed
David A. Siegel
1959. 8 01. Plymouth Station
Wagon with excellent rubber and
power steering. power brakes
and automatic light chan ger.
Very attractive price. Please call
942-5201 and ask for Mr. Sam
1 a benken.
/Asa
by Hank 1
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